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Important Visitors!  

Yes, Lord Ahmad (Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport) came to the borough to 

talk about cycling. Unfortunately he doesn’t seem to have actually got on a bicycle, though. Here 

he is with the cabinet member for transport, Stephen Speak, and our cycling champion, Jean 

Loveland. 

 

We think Cllrs Speak and Loveland are doing a great job trying to get better cycling for the 

borough, but to suggest that it is currently anything other than deeply mediocre is sadly wrong. 

The purported reasons for the visit was to see some of our great cycling projects, but we’re really 

not clear what those projects might have been, sadly …  

Cycling Liaison Group 

The Cycling Liaison Group met in July, and reported back on a number of things. One way streets 

are being looked at, and the council is also finding new places to put bike parking. Not a moment 

too soon, when we look around Richmond, at least! Don’t forget, drop us a line with parking ideas 

or needs, and we’ll keep track of them with the council.   

Proper Lanes 

We might get proper lanes! Recent consultations have shown the council understands that 

people don’t want to cycle with motor traffic: we’re delighted this is finally getting thought about, 

but sadly it looks like nothing is going to happen in a massive hurry.  

On the plus side, the looming completion of more and more properly segregated routes in central 

London – especially on Embankment – is going to provide an excellent demonstration of what will 

really bring about mass cycling in our city, and our borough.  



Boris’ Backie 

Back (ahem) in July, Boris gave his wife a ‘backie’ – a lift on the back of his bike. Now this is 

officially illegal, unless you’ve got a ‘proper’ seat for the other person to sit in. In the Netherlands 

(of course) such scoff-law behaviour is pretty normal, and we were secretly pleased to see these 

lads sharing a ride in Barnes earlier in the year. 

Obviously we wouldn’t encourage anyone to break the law on their bike, but we’d love to see an 

environment where such behaviour is smiled on, rather than frowned upon.  

 

Richmond Park  

Since local MP Zac Goldsmith’s big meeting in December last year we’ve heard next to nothing 

about his plan to have a working group to try to fix cycling, driving and walking in the park. We’ve 

gone on record as suggesting that the Royal Parks need to ban through traffic – it’s a park, after 

all – but nothing has happened.  

These are the words people used in Zac’s survey about 

cycling when people talked about what puts them off 

doing more cycling with their children – we’d love to 

see him follow through on this survey, and the 

Richmond Park meeting, and make some difference to 

cycling in the borough.   

With summer holidays over soon, it’s going to be very 

interesting to see how things change (or don’t) in our 

lovely park.  

 

 

 


